EXHIBIT “4”

(A) BLUM TRUST FARMLAND ARIEL VIEW;

(B) BLUM TRUST FARMLAND PICTURES 1 - 3; and

(C) BOLTHOUSE FARMS/BLUM TRUST PIPELINE DELIVERY SYSTEM AT AVE. J & 75 ST. EAST, PICTURES 1 - 7, AVOL 14-3N & 14-3S, and LAID 13-3 WATER WELLS
BLUM TRUST FARMLAND ARIEL VIEW

AVENUE J & 70-75TH STREET EAST
BLUM TRUST'S FARMLAND #1

Picture of Blum Trust's farmland at corner of Ave. J & 70th St. East.
BLUM TRUST'S FARMLAND #2

Picture of Blum Trust’s farmland looking north on 70th Street East.
Picture of Blum Trust's Farmland looking west on Avenue J, which also depicts the groundwater pipeline bordering south @ 75th Street East.

BLUM TRUST'S FARMLAND #3
GROUNDWATER PIPELINE #1

Picture of Bolthouse's parcel across 70th St. East viewed from Blum Trust's farmland.
GROUNDWATER PIPELINE #2

Picture of Bolthouse's parcel across 70th St. East viewed from Blum Trust's farmland.
GROUNDWATER PIPELINE #3

Picture of groundwater pipeline on Blum Trust's farmland sequel from Picture #2.
GROUNDWATER PIPELINE #4

Picture of groundwater pipeline on Blum Trust's farmland sequel from Picture #3.
GROUNDWATER PIPELINE #5

Picture of groundwater pipeline on Blum Trust’s farmland sequel from Picture #4.
GROUNDWATER PIPELINE #6

Picture of groundwater pipeline on Blum Trust's farmland sequel from Pictures Nos. 4 & 5.
GROUNDWATER PIPELINE #7